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HUNTERS CAN CUT TO THE CHASE WITH NEW ONTARIO KNIFE COMPANY 

RANGER SERIES LITTLE BIRD ORANGE G10™ 

Low Profile Design and High Performance Put This Blade in a Class All Its Own 
 

Experienced hunters know that the right tools can make all the difference in the field  so the experts at Ontario 

Knife Company® have introduced the ultimate hunting companion: the new Ontario Knife Company Ranger Series 
Little Bird Orange G10™.  This amazingly sturdy, versatile 4” knife provides the best of both worlds  compact 

design and incredible toughness  with a unique sweeping curved 1.75” blade that provides the maximum in ultra-

sharp cutting surface, but still falls within the limits for knife laws worldwide for on-person carrying. 
 

Plus, this high performance, low profile knife is painstakingly crafted from high grade 1095 steel on its black texture 
powder coated blade, so it can slice through bone, hide, or brush for years without dulling  perfect for skinning or 

field dressing small or large game. 
 

The new Ontario Knife Company Ranger Series Little Bird Orange G10 is as easy to use as it is to carry, and was 

developed to get the job done, whether the user is a grown man, woman or child.  Thereʼs nothing in its size on the 

market that provides such a wide range of serious cutting applications  and with its .1563” blade, it can stand up 

to the toughest jobs a hunter comes across, from hacking through tough material to precision cutting  and can 

even be sharpened up on a rock in the field for survival if needed. 
 

And cleaning it is a snap  with an Allen wrench, the handle can be removed in seconds to wipe off any debris  

or moisture at dayʼs end back in camp.  Its blaze orange glass-based fiber handle makes it easy to spot in low light 

situations, and its innovative design allows a firm two finger palmed grip, so no matter how wet or bloody it gets, it 

stays right where you want it.  The Ontario Little Bird Orange G10 comes standard with a black custom molded 

Kydex® sheath with a sturdy para-cord lanyard.  This unique design will make the cut, no matter what youʼre facing 

in the field, and like all Ontario Knife Company products, is proudly made in the U.S.A. 
 

For more information about Ontario Knife Company and its industry-leading line of advanced knives, machetes, 

edged products and specialty tools, contact Ontario Knife Company at P.O. Box 145-26 Empire Street · 

Franklinville, NY 14737 · Telephone (716) 676-5527 · Or visit www.ontarioknife.com.  
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